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Why Semantics in security & privacy?
Semantics and Syntax
&lt;policy&gt;
&lt;xacl&gt;
&lt;object href="id(contents)"/&gt;
&lt;rule id="rule1"&gt;
&lt;acl&gt;
&lt;subject&gt;&lt;uid&gt;Alice&lt;/uid&gt;&lt;/subject&gt;
&lt;privilege type="read" sign="+"/&gt;
&lt;privilege type="write" sign="+"/&gt;
&lt;/acl&gt;
&lt;/rule&gt;
&lt;rule id="rule2"&gt;
&lt;acl&gt;
&lt;subject&gt;&lt;uid&gt;Bob&lt;/uid&gt;&lt;/subject&gt;
&lt;privilege type="read" sign="+"/&gt;
&lt;/acl&gt;
&lt;/rule&gt;
&lt;rule id="rule3"&gt;
&lt;acl&gt;
&lt;subject&gt;&lt;/subject&gt;
&lt;privilege type="read" sign="-"/&gt;
&lt;privilege type="write" sign="-"/&gt;
&lt;/acl&gt;
&lt;/rule&gt;
&lt;/xacl&gt;
&lt;/policy&gt;
&lt;/document&gt;
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Meaning?:
> Alice has Read Write Privilege on content
elements
> Bob has only Read Privilege on content
elements
> By default, other users have no privilege on
content elements
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Why Dave has no
access to the contents?
Why Alice has
different privilege
than Bob?

Meaning?:
> Alice has Read Write Privilege on content
elements
> Bob has only Read Privilege on content
elements
> By default, other users have no privilege on
content elements
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Requirements!
Flexibility & expressivity
Personalization
Granularity
Manageability and maintainability
Scalability
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+

access handler in response to a request from the Web
Application.
Figure 11. The content is shared with Bob on the TV screen.

contents of Bob (close friend of Alice) on the TV screen
where English Football was shared by Alice.
B. Content sharing through social networks
This section introduces a very common scenario of a
social network. Currently, people use social networks to
share contents such as video, audio, pictures etc. People
can share and access contents based on their
relationships. With the assistance of constraints in the
authorization policy, user can have more fine grained
control on the contents to enhance security and privacy.
Consider the example of social aware school where
school has its social graph containing information about
students, parents and their staff etc. The school has
contents of their annual ceremony and they want to share
with parents and staff members. The school publishes the
contents on social network and defines access
authorization policy based on the constraints (trust,
relation, distance). The school’s social network evaluates
the policy and shares the contents with all members of
school social graph who meets the constraints defined in
the policy.

Applicability - use cases scenario
Figure 9. The SPARQLer with SPARQL queries in Web Application.

VII. APPLICATION SCENARIOS
This section demonstrates the applicability of the
proposed access authorization model in practical use case
scenarios.

On the Web: Social Network

A. Content sharing through networked devices
Fig. 10 depicts a connected home scenario which is
typically equipped with devices such as mobile phones,
computers, Set-top-box (STB), and a TV. A user can
utilize the infrastructure to relish personalized content
sharing. The STB works as gateway and provides
connectivity, management and access to contents. The
entire back end of the system (fig. 5) was built on an
STB. The knowledge base and the reasoning process
were maintained in an external server. As real-time
reasoning over large ontology may not be efficient [22],
we propose to adopt an event-based (e.g. modification or
addition of knowledge base and policies) or periodical
reasoning and thereby the knowledge-cache is updated
with the access authorization decisions. The users were
authenticated using the preregistered Bluetooth MAC
address of the devices. The notion of such connected
home is already presented in ITEA WellCom project (a
European Union project).

On the Device: Home Network

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a personalized access
authorization model that can support fine grained access
control to share contents on the Web or at connected
devices. The model takes into account the complex real
life social relations to formulate access constraints. We
implemented the model using the capabilities of semantic
technologies.
Though the use of semantic technologies leads to
advantages such as human understandability, easier
extensibility, machine interpretability and automatic
reasoning, there exist some limitations too. Scalability is
a big issue for ontology management and reasoning.
Real-time reasoning over very large ontology may not
yield results in required time. One of the solutions can be
to populate the results beforehand in a separate
knowledge base and query that knowledge on real time
for fetching the decisions. SWRL brings in some design
and use restrictions for example it cannot support ‘OR’
clauses, explicit universal ( ! ) and existential quantifiers
( " ) which could not make policies more realistic.
The proposed access authorization model contains a
knowledge base and user defined access authorization
56

CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
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Figure 6.1: NFC enabled mobile phone based authentication for accessing content through
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order to derive the access authorization decisions. Section 4.8 presented the limitation of
the semantic technologies. There are several intrinsic limitations of semantic technologies.
For example, OWL and SWRL share Open World Assumption (OWA) and hence every
detail of knowledge has to be explicitly specified in the ontology. The immaturity of the
technology itself is responsible for some other limitations, such as SWRL cannot support
explicit universal (∀) and existential quantifiers (∃). As the use of semantic technologies
introduces several advantages, e.g. machine interpretability and manipulability, reasoning, it is justified to embrace these limitations. While applying the semantic technologies
for access authorization, the following limitations were discovered,
• Not all the processes of the initial system implementation happen automatically.
Processes, such as triggering of the event-based or periodical reasoning, update of
ontology with new knowledge facts, fetching the access authorization decisions of
the updated ontology, mapping of ontologies for decentralized architecture have been
performed manually.
• Manual mapping of the ontology elements becomes a tedious job in distributed
ontologies as the number of relations between the ontology elements increases significantly for the distributed ontologies. Troubleshooting of such ontologies is even
more diﬃcult.

Figure 10. A connected home scenario.

• In response to the queries originated from the users, the system should initiate the
reasoning process to derive access authorization decisions. The proposed architecture cannot handle real time reasoning because of high computational complexity
involved in the reasoning.

• It is diﬃcult to design the ontologies and authorization policies for a non-expert
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child, age under 15, can access her contents, but contents
like ‘Kill Bill’ need explicit authentication by the parents.

Challenges!
Figure 8. A sample page showing the contents one can
access when authenticated and authorized.
In response to the HTTP/SOAP request from the
application, the enforcement point sends SPARQL queries
and processes the results. We used Exhibit API 10 to
process these results. The code snippet of constructed
query to answer, ‘What resources/services are accessible
by user and to whom a user can delegate its access right?’
is given below:
PREFIX SemID: <http://myhomecontent.com/SemID#>
SELECT ?ID ?hasAccessTo ?canDelegateRoleTo
FROM http://myhomecontent.com/SemID.owl
WHERE
{
?Identity SemID:ID ?ID
?Identity SemID:hasAccessTo ?hasAccessTo
?IdentitySemID:canDelegateRoleTo ?canDelegateRoleTo
}
Figure 9 shows a screenshot which was appeared in the
TV screen (attached with STB) as soon as Bob has been
authenticated. It shows the preferred contents of Bob (this
scenario requires little modification of the ontology,
though the fundamental principles are the same as
described in this paper).

Expressivity Vs. complexity!

8. Discussion
This section introduces analytical discussions on design
and performance issues related to the proposed
architecture. The following issues will be discussed in this
10

Exhibit 2.0, http://simile.mit.edu/exhibit/ [accessed on
June 21, 2009]
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Increased granularity in the constraints can contribute to
greater control in access but at the cost of higher
complexity of rules. Access authorization policies are
represented through SWRL rules. Higher granularity of
access constraints in policy makes the rules increasingly
complex and thus rule execution requires more
computation of ontology elements. In order to
demonstrate this phenomenon, following three rules are
designed with increasing complexity.
Rule 1:
Identity(? ID)  hasRole(? ID, ? R)  Family(? R) 

has Pr ivilege(? R, ?Y )  Contents(? Z )  need Pr ivilege(? Z , ?Y )
o hasAccessTo(? ID, ? Z )

Rule 2:

Identity (? ID )  hasRole (? ID, ? R )  Family (? R ) 
hasAge (? ID, ? y )  swrlb : greaterTha n(? y ,15) 

has Pr ivilege (? R, ? Y )  Contents (? Z )  need Pr ivilege (? Z , ? Y )
o hasAccessT o(? ID, ? Z )

Rule 3:

Identity(? ID)  hasRole(? ID, ? R)  Family(? R) 
hasAge(? ID, ? y )  swrlb : greaterThan(? y,15) 
hasTrustlevel (? ID, ? x)  swrlb : lessThan(? x,0.7) 
has Pr ivilege(? R, ? Y )  Contents(? Z )  need Pr ivilege(? Z , ? Y )

o hasAccessTo(? ID, ? Z )

Rule 1 contains the community constraint stating only
members of the ‘family’ can access specific contents.
Rule 2 adds age restriction on top of the community
constraint. Rule 3 is the most complex among the three
rules and it includes age and trust restrictions along with
the community constraint. In order to do reasoning, the
ontology elements associated with these rules are exported
to the reasoner. Figure 10 shows that the most complex
rule execution involves the processing of the highest
number ontology elements. Though the number of OWL
classes and OWL instances are same for every rule, the
number of OWL property axiom is increasing with the
increasing complexity of the rules. The increasing
processing of the rules requires more computational
power. If the computational power remains constant, the
increasing processing takes more time to compute results.
Therefore among the three rules, rule 3 takes the highest
time to infer new knowledge.
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Rule 1 contains the community constraint stating only Figure 10. Number of ontology elements exported to the
members of the ‘family’ can access specific contents.
reasoner for the execution of rules 1, 2, 3.
Rule 2 adds age restriction on top of the community
constraint. Rule 3 is the most complex among the three 8.2. Performance of reasoning process
rules and it includes age and trust restrictions along withThe reasoning process executes the rules and derives the
the community constraint. In order to do reasoning, theaccess authorization decisions. Due to the resource
ontology elements associated with these rules are exportedlimitations, STB is not capable to perform the reasoning
to the reasoner. Figure 10 shows that the most complexto answer the access request queries it receives. That is
rule execution involves the processing of the highestwhy, the reasoner has been placed at an external server
number ontology elements. Though the number of OWL(Semantic Policy Engine). The STB holds only the
classes and OWL instances are same for every rule, theKnowledge-cache which is updated with the results of the
number of OWL property axiom is increasing with thereasoning process. Figure 11 shows the reasons why
increasing complexity of the rules. The increasingreasoning in STB is impractical. In this figure, we include
processing of the rules requires more computationalthe time required for computing inferred instances and for
power. If the computational power remains constant, theupdating the knowledge base with the increase of content
increasing processing takes more time to compute results.instances. We also measured the time for single as well as
Therefore among the three rules, rule 3 takes the highestmultiple simultaneous queries. All the measurements were
done in a desktop PC based on Windows XP with a P4 2.0
time to infer new knowledge.
GHz processor and 1 GB RAM which is much more
powerful than the STBs.
(a)
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Time to compute (sec.)
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Rule 2 adds age restriction on top of the community
constraint. Rule 3 is the most complex among the three 8.2. Performance of reasoning process
rules and it includes age and trust restrictions along withThe reasoning process executes the rules and derives the
the community constraint. In order to do reasoning, theaccess authorization decisions. Due to the resource
ontology elements associated with these rules are exportedlimitations, STB is not capable to perform the reasoning
to the reasoner. Figure 10 shows that the most complexto answer the access request queries it receives. That is
rule execution involves the processing of the highestwhy, the reasoner has been placed at an external server
number ontology elements. Though the number of OWL(Semantic Policy Engine). The STB holds only the
classes and OWL instances are same for every rule, theKnowledge-cache which is updated with the results of the
number of OWL property axiom is increasing with thereasoning process. Figure 11 shows the reasons why
increasing complexity of the rules. The increasingreasoning in STB is impractical. In this figure, we include
processing of the rules requires more computationalthe time required for computing inferred instances and for
power. If the computational power remains constant, theupdating the knowledge base with the increase of content
increasing processing takes more time to compute results.instances. We also measured the time for single as well as
Therefore among the three rules, rule 3 takes the highestmultiple simultaneous queries. All the measurements were
done in a desktop PC based on Windows XP with a P4 2.0
time to infer new knowledge.
GHz processor and 1 GB RAM which is much more
powerful than the STBs.
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Summary
Semantic technologies can contribute to security and privacy
grant permission through reasoning
Introduced some practical use cases
Challenges remain
granularity vs complexity
real time reasoning and computation complexity
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